DECADENCE
AN INSPIRATIONAL COLLECTION
Presenting a beautifully audacious and contemporary take on a classic, Decadence reinvents Art Deco, pushing the boundaries of its structure and introducing sophisticated textures. These refreshed and reinvigorated themes avoid archetypal repeats for a new perspective, fused with fearless 1960s tones of orange and brown, teal and flashes of rich salmon pink.

Decadence is a collection alive with a bright approach to design; shifting forms that come together in unusual fashion, perfectly balanced by bold colourways that roam from deep through to beaming, offering the ability to bring vivid accents to any scheme.

Explore Decadence, knowing that each design can be created in the colours of your choice, in any quality and woven on our state-of-the-art looms in Wilton, right here in the UK.
LATOUR

LATOUR JADE
D133 BLJ

LATOUR GOLD
D133 BK4
MIAMI

MIAMI ROSE
D133 BAI

MIAMI STONE
D133 BA2

MIAMI BLUE
D133 BE1

MIAMI SMOKE
D133 BE2
LAFAYETTE

LAFAYETTE ROUGE
DI33 BG1

LAFAYETTE COPPER
DI33 BG2

LAFAYETTE PUMICE
DI33 BG3

LAFAYETTE SAGE
DI33 BG4
HIGHGATE

HIGHGATE RUBY
D133 BD1

HIGHGATE MAHOGANY
D133 BD2
Working With You To Create A Perfect Aesthetic

From a simple idea to a complex brief, our UK-based design team will help to turn your ideas and concepts into a reality.

We work closely with clients, designers and specifiers and whether influenced by furniture, architectural details or pure aesthetic, Wilton Carpets’ designers will translate your vision into stunning spaces.

MATTHEW ROBINSON | SENIOR DESIGNER
DEBBIE FORD | COLOURIST
BECKY SMITH | SENIOR DESIGNER
DAMIAN ROSCOE | HEAD OF CREATIVE
SAM DEAN | SENIOR DESIGNER
Wilton Carpets has been the UK’s spiritual home of carpet weaving for nearly four hundred years. As one of the world’s finest carpet manufacturers, Wilton has created a reputation for fine carpets of enduring quality, resilience and recovery.

Every carpet that leaves Wilton Carpets has been skillfully made. It encompasses the embodiment of the best in modern manufacturing blended with traditional craftsmanship. Wilton Carpets brings concepts to life with accuracy, speed and creativity.

With our rich heritage, manufacturing expertise and inspirational designers, all based in the UK, we create carpets for some of the world’s most iconic buildings. From high-profile venues and independent hotels, to country houses and golf clubs, from Michelin-starred restaurants to local bars and guest houses, we pride ourselves on creating beautifully-designed, luxurious and long-lasting carpets that exceed our customers’ expectations, again and again.

www.wiltoncarpets.com